
Am I An Eligible PPP Partner?

Question

Possible                                             

Resopnses

Your 

Scores

I am registered to operate in Nigeria/I am affiliated with a Nigerian 

Company that is registered to operate.
No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

I operate in Africa/I am affiliated with a Company that operates in 

Africa.
No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

My company/My affiliate has general professional/technical experience 

in the Sector/Project I am interested in.
No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

My company/My affiliate/My Consortium has African PPP experience. No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

My company/My affiliate/My Consortium has non-African PPP 

experience.
No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

My company/My affiliate/My Consortium is prepared to take financial, 

operational/service delivery and/or management risk.

No = 0; Add 1 pt for each risk 

category up to 3 pts

In the last 2 - 5 years, My company/My affiliate/My Consortium 

underwent PPP-related/enabling professional development 

training/certification.

No = 0; Yes = 2 pts

The best possible score is 15. The worst possible score is 0. YOU MUST ANSWER YES TO AT LEAST 5 QUESTIONS 

FOR ELIGIBILITY TO BE CONSIDERED. ONLY PARTNERS WITH SCORES ABOVE 10 (out of 15) (66.7%) WILL BE 

CONSIDERED FOR FITNESS AND POTENTIALLY ELIGIBILITY.

If you scored below 10 points consider forming a consortium with parties that will increase the overall likelihood 

of a successful bid. If you're already in a consortium, then reconsider your partners and make adjustments as 

required.

Go through the self diagnostic below. Answer the questions trutfully as this is not intended to be punitive, but 

rather a value-adding mechanism to help you in your bid. These responses will not be used in isolation, and 

neither will they be the only assessment for your likely eligibility to partner with the KP
3
 Bureau/State.

You may use this self-diagnostic as many times as you feel is required to prepare your submission. Be sure to 

attach the most relevant self-assessment results with your final submission. On the second page, indicate the 

steps you took to improve your score from one assessment to the other. This will be helpful to assess you/your 

group's willingness and flexibility to meet the required criteria.

Name of Company/Consortium _____________________________________________________________

PERCENTAGE (out of 14)

GRAND SCORE
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My company/consortium took the following steps to improve our score.                                                                         
[Please make comments brief and mention only the most impactful steps taken.]
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